
 
 

Ideal™ 
Beyond Line 

Devoted Creations 
Color Correcting Transfer Resistant Bronzing Formula 

With skin revolutionary skin ‘Blurring’ optimizers 
 
FEATURES: 

 Matte Finish Airbrush Bronzers 
 Color Correcting Formula  
 Boosts Collagen production and helps reduce stress caused cell damage 
 Provides anti-aging and skin-firming benefits by using Renovage™, Ideal Lift™, 

Technologies 
 Mela-Dark™ and Nouritan™ Tanning Technologies for plateau breaking 

results  
 New Advanced Matrixyl Synthe 6 
 Soft Cotton Fragrance 

 
BENEFITS: 

 Color Correcting Airbrush Bronzers for flawlessly even dark color 
 Advanced Matrixyl Synthe 6 - Powerful anti-aging peptide that reduces the 

appearance of fine lines and wrinkles for long-lasting results 
 Bioactive tetra peptides – Activates Collagen production and decreases 

appearance of fine lines, wrinkles and skins overall roughness 
 Lipochroman-6 – Helps to reduce stressed- caused oxygen loss in skin and 

the appearance of skin cell damage 
 Nouritan™ Technology – a complex mixture of tanning activators and 

accelerators encapsulated within a delivery system that is designed to 
quickly penetrate the skin and stimulate Tyrosine activity to promote an even 
and long lasting, dark tan.  

 Mela-Dark™ technology assists the skin in developing the perfect golden tan 
 Extreme bronzing blend combines intense levels of DHA and natural bronzers 

as well as cosmetic bronzers to deliver an immediate healthy glow to the skin 
 Blended with extreme levels of silicone and the new black silicone, which 

create a barrier on the skin to lock in moisture and provide a silky, smooth feel 
 

KEY SELLING STATEMENT 
Ideal™ is your IDEAL tanning optimizer. This perfectly hand crafted 
product allows for superior dark color almost instantly with added benefits 
of color correcting and airbrush finish technologies so you achieve 
flawless ultra-even color every time. Added MelaDark and Nouritan will 
transform the skin by jump-starting the tanning process while allowing your 
own natural color to develop over time.  Anti aging, firming, and fine line 
and wrinkle reducers make this your IDEAL tanning companion.  
 

PRODUCT ACTION  
 

Tan Enhancer, DHA Bronzer 
 

Bottle Size 7oz Packet Size .5oz 


